Characterization of solvated electrons in hydrogen cyanide clusters: (HCN)n- (n=3, 4).
Theoretical studies of the solvated electrons (HCN)n- (n=3, 4) reveal a variety of electron trapping possibilities in the (HCN)n (n=3, 4) clusters. Two isomers for (HCN)3- and four isomers for (HCN)4- are obtained at the MP2aug-cc-pVDZ+dBF (diffusive bond functions) level of theory. In view of vertical electron detachment energies (VDEs) at the CCSD(T) level, the excess electron always "prefers" locating in the center of the system, i.e., the isomer with higher coordination number shows larger VDE value. However, the most stable isomers of the solvated electron state (HCN)3- and (HCN)4- are found to be the linear Cinfinitynu and Dinfinityh structures, respectively, but not the fullyl symmetric structures which have the largest VDE values.